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Design E-Wallet as a Centralized
E-wallet
Devendra Kumar, Upasana Sharma
Abstract: Now days, billions of people are using smart phones all
over the world and as the phone gets smarter, the new features gets
added that reduces the human efforts in many fields. Smart phone
makes the payment of different things such as ordering food,
booking a cab, ordering grocery, booking a movie ticket via
different mobile applications. These mobile applications work with
the support of e-wallets which is recognized as digital wallets. This
paper proposes the design of connecting different e-wallets present
into a single smart phone. The proposed method will make digital
payment much less cumbersome.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As the technology is changing very fast, we can notice
that the current state of technology is totally different from
the first generation technology. Earlier, a big room was
required to install a computer which could perform some
restricted jobs and now everyone is using palmtops, laptops,
and smart phones for making the things. It has probably not
escaped your attention that smart phone has become an
integral part of our lives. It is the key source of our
entertainment, bulletin, community lives, and voice
message/communication. The smart telephone is attractive
even smarter and even additional integral to our daily lives.
Internet makes an easy way for globalization, which
brings the e-commerce in the light. In the past, people had to
go to market for shopping and the range was limited, but
now you can buy anything from your home by using internet
connection. E-commerce provides a platform to various
merchants where they can sell their product online. It
removes the boundaries of the market because the existence
of the market on the websites which can be accessed in the
presence of internet via desktop devices or smart phones
from any corner of the world.
Generally smart phone works on IOS (iPhone OS) or
android operating system. These operating systems have
different applications to perform specific task that are
assigned to them. This paper mainly focuses on the
applications used for making payments through smart phone
known as e- wallet.
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It has been observed that how things changed in the context
of shopping and purchasing. Similarly, things get changed
from the traditional leather form of wallet to one that resides
within or is accessed from our smart phones. As technology
has come so far in e-commerce, it opens up different
payment methods. Now every e-commerce business has
their own e-wallets and some other payment accepting
methods that work either through websites or android
applications. Therefore, for online payment, we can go for i)
add money to e-wallet ii) pay via debit/credit card iii) UPI
(Unified Payment Interface) method.
The payment is accepted by e-commerce platform with
the help of their digital wallet and these digital wallet
dealers sustain relations with online suppliers in the same
way they have with credit card companies. These digital
wallet vendors earn commission from the seller on all
purchase (which involves their wallet as payment mode) or
wholesalers pay the vendors a flat fee. In this way, both
merchant and customer consume the same products,
software and services of a single digital wallet, serving as a
center for all transactions between trades and clients.
Therefore, it is not necessary for the customer to enter the
debit card details in the wallet for each transaction. Instead,
send the details of the buyer's business to the customer who
is charging the customer. The digital payment system is
divided into Individual Consumer and Consumer (C2C) and
People to People P2P) objectives. Depending on the style of
communication, it is provided that the cost is approximately
and the cost of living. Nearby payment is a payment system
where payment for an employee is made through short-term
communication
technology
such
as
nearby
Communications. Remote Payment is a system where a user
pays through a mobile device and runs a phone payment
system at the end; this method works in the same way as
debit / credit cards. This includes customers, digital wallet
types, banks and credit card companies (PCI). To pay off the
debt, the customer signs up to a bank called Acquiring Bank
and is obeying the Bank and Digital Wallet mark. The
purchasing bank agrees to comply with the rules of the
digital marketer, including the PCI database. On the other
hand, a customer with a digital wallet shows agreement with
their brand and agrees to follow the bank's rules on digital
wallet, including PCI, this bank is known as a financial
institution as it will put you in a digital wallet. This issuer
agrees to abide by the Card Trademark Rules, including PCI
data protection standards. Now that the customer pays the
merchant with a digital wallet, he goes into the digital wallet
information bank. The recipient bank pays the merchant and
the credit card receives the information to the company, now
the company delivers the information to the bank that issues
so that he can charge the customer for the purchase.
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Figure 1: Visual description of how an e-wallet works [2]
payment. It is clearly visible from this that people adopt
II.
LITERATURE SURVEY
these payment methods on lack of other payment methods.
Digital wallets [1] came in the late 1990s with a great deal
Although educated (beyond matriculation) and internet
of hype. In the beginning, these were not widely adopted by
savvy people were already using digital payment methods.
public, due to the earliest versions of these wallets.
Hem Shweta Rathore stated [8] that people are using digital
Customer is required to download the software of digital
wallet payment by using smart phones. She also
wallet and store it on their desktops to operate. This method
investigated about the various challenges associated with
was impeded by customers due to downloading problem.
the use of digital wallets. It is easy and comfortable to use
The main reason behind this was slow internet connection
digital wallets and beneficial for customers and banks.
speed and if the connection breaks down it has to download
S. Manikandan, and J. Mary Jayakodi Stated [9] about the
all over again that leads customers to grow frustrated and
factors that affect the consumer’s decision of adopting
abort downloads in middle if they take excessively long
digital wallets. They found that if security issues are tighten
time to complete. Another problem was that if the vendor
and risk factors are reduced then it will automatically
updates its digital wallet software, then customers had to
increase in the customers
download it all over again. In addition, once the software
was downloaded, they were stored on the computer's hard
drive, which leads to another problem and that is the
III.
TYPES OF E-WALLET AND THEIR
WORK STYLE
customer has to make all purchases from that computer
only. But now, we have come so far in technology. M
As per the reserve bank of India, there are three kinds of eManikandan and S. Chandramohan [4] have identified that
wallets in India: closed, semi-closed and open.
e-wallet is a recent phenomenon. Its adoption will take
Mobile wallets [6] are used for various transactions such
time, but they are future of cash. The days are not so far
as
shopping, money transfer, and for purchase of goods and
when e-wallets will be accepted at every shop and
services. However the scope of using them depends upon
restaurant in India. Ambarish Salodkar and Karan Morey
the type of wallet it is. Basically e-wallet makes the work
[3] analyzed that e-wallet is a virtual or cashless service
easy for the user but keeping money in these wallets is not
used as substitute for physical cash. It represents a new
like the money in banks. We get interest on the money
way of buying commodities, without application of physical
which we deposit in the bank but the e-wallet does not pay
transaction. It is able to carry out secure transaction that is
any interest to the users. They pay interest to the companies
quick and efficient. On 8 November 2016, Indian prime
operating them. This depends on the type of wallet. The
minister [5] announced demonetization, which thrive an
reserve bank of India (RBI) categorizes these E-wallets in
opportunity
for digital payment in India. The
three categories that are prevalent in Indian market.
demonetization resulted in unprecedented growth in digital
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Figure 2: Types of e-wallets and its features
Closed e-wallets: Electronic purses are not required for
(POS)] and this allows us to cash out on ATMs. Amount of.
RBI approval. Companies such as Minitra.com,
In fact, this wallet is an advanced version of a half-closed
Flipkart.com, Goibibo.com, BookMisho.com These
wallet that works with all half-closed wallets combined with
companies issue closed wallets for their users. Problem is,
several other cash payment and transfer units. M-Pesa [7] is
or we can say that the specialty of these wallets is that the
an open wallet operated by Vodafone with the support of
money deposited in these wallets can only be used to buy
ICICI Bank. Axis Bank's electronic wallet card can be used
goods or services from companies that have such wallet
to pay for Visa-approved websites, at least Rs 10 and a
cases. Closed wallets are pure accounts of a particular
maximum of Rs 50,000.
website or application where money will be considered if a
refund is for cancellation or repayment of a product or
IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
service, but as I told you, you can use the money with this
As discussed earlier, there are many applications in a smart
particular company. Yes, they do not allow cash withdrawal
phone which have their own e- wallets. So when you make
or redemption. Some companies also earn interest on these
any purchase of goods or services through these
deposits.
applications you get various options for making payment.
Semi-Closed e-wallets: It is important to get RBI approval
Generally people add money to their e-wallet and pay them.
for the issue and implementation of these electronic wallets.
In other words, it is handling separate wallets for different
This kind of wallet is used to pay merchants. Now these
applications which is an overhead. So if we have money in
payment bags are a big market. Wallet with Pentium wallet,
our e- wallet but we cannot use it for other application
refrigerator wallet, oxygen etc. fall into the category of halfTherefore, money in the e-wallet of earlier application will
closed wallet. These wallets provide their services online
be of no use until you make any payment or transaction
and offline, which includes the purchase of goods and
through it. In response to this problem, this paper proposes
services, financial services, payment of fees, premiums, etc.
a technique which makes the separate e-wallets of different
Must be paid to the issuer as part of that payment. These
applications centralized. One can use the money on any
wallets are run by non-banking institutions. Therefore, these
platform without any restrictions.
agencies are partnering with banks and need to open an
escrow account to deposit business money. These
V. PROPOSED MODEL DIAGRAM
institutions also earn interest from the user's deposit under a
The proposed model diagram shown in the figure 3. Which
contract between the bank and the agency.
is clearly shown that with the help of proposed
Open e-wallets: These e-wallets can only be issued by
application/model every e-wallet can share their e-money
banks and can be used to purchase goods and services, such
into another e-wallet and receiving end e-wallet can use the
as a credit card, but are limited to a monetary amount.
transfer e-money.
With the help of electronic wallets, we can transfer money
to any card that receives retailer clips and point of sale
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Figure 3 Proposed model
ALGORITHM: FLOW OF APPLICATION
I. A smart phone installed with proposed centralized ewallet application.
II. Register with number or email-id.
III. Login application
IV. Add money to e- wallet.
V. Transfer the money to that application’s e-wallet
through which a purchase is to be made by entering few
details :

VIII.
All these steps will be performed by the proposed
application which acts as centralized e-wallet.

a. Select the application to which money has to be
transferred.
b. Give the details like register number or id to which
money has to be transferred.
c. Enter the amount to be transfer.
VI. Perform the opposite operation i.e. withdrawal of
money from different applications and bring it back to
the centralized e-wallet application.
a. Select the application from which money has to be
withdrawn.
b. Give the details like register number or id from which
money has to be withdrawn.
c. Enter the amount you want to withdraw (the amount
has to be less than the amount in the later).
VII.
Or transfer money directly from one
application’s wallet to others e-wallet
a. Select the application from which money needs to be
transferred.
b. Give the details like register number or id from which
money has to be transferred.
c. Select the application to which you want to transfer
money.
d. Enter its number or email id on which it works.
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VI. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROPOSED
MODEL/APPLICATION

Figure 4 Block diagram of proposed model
VII.

RESULT OF PROPOSED MODEL

There are many applications on a smartphone which have
their own e-wallets. So when you make any purchase of
goods or services through these applications you get
various options for making payment. Generally, people add
money to their e-wallet and pay them. In other words, it is
handling separate wallets for different applications which is
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an overhead. So if we have money in our e-wallet but we
cannot use it for other application
Therefore, money in the e-wallet of earlier applications will
be of no use until you make any payment or transaction
through it. In response to this, we proposed a technique that
makes the separate e-wallets of different applications
centralized.
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One can use the money on any platform without any
restrictions. Different kinds of E-Wallet can share their EWallet money with the help of the proposed or design
model. In the past, we can’t share the E-Wallet money into
other E-wallets. When a user transfers some money with
the help of online transfer apps then particular apps give
some cashback to a particular use or when users purchase
some goods and make a payment through online apps then
the user may also receive some cash back in a particular EWallet in the form or E-money. This e-money can’t’ be
transfer or share into another E-wallet or in any account.
But with the help of the proposed model/Apps user can
easily share the E-Wallet money into another E-Wallet or
account.
The proposed application is very useful for all digital
transaction and shopping. In this every user or customer can
use any e-wallet money in any e-wallet and easily purchase
or transfer the e-wallet money anywhere any time 24X7.
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Taking into account all the anticipated evolutions of
technology and strategies introduced by banks or debit/credit
card companies, as well as the increase in the number of
users, utilizing the electronic payment method inspires to
make these payment methods furthermore flexible. This
method of making centralized e-wallet applications will be
the next step in the process of increasing the flexibility of
electronic payment methods. It will bring in plenty of users. It
will also remove the overhead of carefully adding the exact
amount of money that is required because now an extra
amount can be transferred to other application’s e-wallet
whenever required. Different kinds of E-Wallet can share
their E-Wallet money with the help of the proposed or design
model. In the past, we can’t share the E-Wallet money into
other E-wallets. When a user transfers some money with the
help of online transfer apps then particular apps give some
cashback to a particular use or when user purchase some
goods and make a payment through online apps then the user
may also receive some cashback in a particular E-Wallet in
the form or E-money. This e-money can’t’ be transfer or
share into another E-wallet or in any account. But with the
help of proposed model/Apps user can easily share the EWallet money into another E-Wallet or account.
The proposed approach/application is very useful for all the
user those who have use digital transaction and online
shopping. After this proposed/design application user or
customer can use any e-wallet money in any e-wallet and
easily purchase or transfer the e-wallet money into any ewallet anywhere.
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